


Coruby Zozi was falling.

At first, he didn't quite realize what was happening. It was dark, sure, but not much darker than 

normal. It wasn't until a gust of wind blew his blankets away that Coruby noticed something was amiss.

Realization turned to confusion. Why was he falling?! Last time he checked, his bed wasn't miles 

above the ground. Coruby squinted, and his eyes adjusted to the dark. Tunnel walls came into view – 

thick rock, on all sides. Coruby wasn't falling from the sky. He was falling through a hole.

Now, why would a hole have appeared underneath Coruby's bed? Perhaps this was an assassination

attempt? Prince Zebugu's uncle was caught hiring an assassin to take out the royal family a little while 

back. Perhaps Zebugu and Zaxaty were the targets, and Coruby was collateral damage? Yet... an 

assassin digging massive tunnels underneath the castle seemed far-fetched for a conspiracy plot. Not to 

mention that the prince and princess's bedrooms were on the second floor, so a hole wouldn't even 

reach them.

Before Coruby could spend much more time pondering the purpose of the tunnel, his bed came to 

a crashing halt. The smell of fish wafted through the air. The sounds of massive footsteps and rumbling 

machines rang out. Coruby sat up, and realized he was inside some sort of warehouse. The light was 

dim, but he could make out some movement in the distance.

The stomping grew louder. Coruby turned, and saw two creatures the size of buildings approach 

the bed. The beings were mostly human-shaped, but had the features of various plants and animals. As 

they walked up to the bed, their faces were level with Coruby. Coruby looked around him, and realized 

that he was sitting atop a mountainous pile of fish.

“Nice haul, The Tubular Fisherworm!” said one of the giants. “I knew I could trust you with 

today's catch!”

The worm-like being seemed to blush. “Thank you, Captain Owl Head! I just need to clear out 

some of the rocks, and this will be all packed up in no time!”

The owl creature nodded. “Hm. Yes, there is an odd amount of rubble this time, but I won't hold it 

against you. Not with how big some of these fish are!”



The giant reached over, and began poking Coruby. Coruby slapped their hand away. “Stop that!” 

shouted Coruby. “I'm not a fish!”

The pair of giants had a look of shock and confusion on their faces. They turned towards each 

other, and back to Coruby. “But, you smell like one,” said the owl person.

“Uh, yeah, I smell like a fish because I'm sitting on a pile of fish!” retorted Coruby. “But, uh, I'm 

not one! Like, I can talk! Have you ever caught a talking fish before?”

“First time for everything,” said Captain Owl Head.

“If you're not a fish, what species are you?” asked The Tubular Fisherworm.

“Human!”

The Tubular Fisherworm cocked their head. “Me man?”

“Uh, no, I'm man!”

“So... you man?”

Coruby shot a pair of finger guns at the worm. “Exactly.”

Captain Owl Head clutched their temples. “But, you're not a Lycian, then.”

“No, I'm not.”

“Then, legally, we can eat you. All right, The Tubular Fisherworm, pack 'em up!”

The Tubular Fisherworm reached over to the pile, and began picking out chunks of Coruby's bed. 

Captain Owl Head turned away.

“Wait!!!” shouted Coruby. The Tubular Fisherworm stopped. Captain Owl Head turned back to 

face the pile. Coruby stood up on his mattress, and took a deep breath.

“I should probably introduce myself properly!” shouted Coruby. “My name... my name is Coruby 

Zozi! My mother is captain of the Giduli Royal Guard! If you eat me, King Pikigu will send the full 



force of the Giduli Royal Army down here, and then you'll be sorry! And believe me, you giants may 

be able to tuna fish, but you won't be able to drum out a legion of Gidulan warriors!”

The giants stared blankly at Coruby. Then, with a speed unbefitting of their size, the pair turned 

around, and huddled together.

“What do we do?!” whispered The Tubular Fisherworm. “I don't wanna be responsible for an army

attacking the kingdom!”

“One army?! How about a billion?!” replied Captain Owl Head. “Who knows how many of our 

catches over the years were part of some foreign royal court?! I'll take this Coruby Zozi creature to the 

castle. You stay behind and question everyone else in that pile. We can't take any more chances!”

The Tubular Fisherworm nodded.

Captain Owl Head turned around, and extended a hand to Coruby. “Very well, man named Coruby 

Zozi! Come with me, and you may have an audience with the royal court!”

“That's more like it!” exclaimed Coruby, climbing onto the giant's hand. “Sorry about all the 

confusion, but it's lucky you were here to shoulder my burden!”

Captain Owl Head nodded in approval, gently placing Coruby on their shoulder. The giant slowly 

turned around, moving smoothly as to keep Coruby from losing his grip.

As the pair exited the warehouse, Coruby was faced with a sprawling cityscape. The buildings 

were the size of mountains. They looked to all be made out of the same brown clay material, but most 

of the buildings had networks of pipes along their walls. A gust of wind blew through the city, and 

beautiful harmonies played through the city's tubing.

Coruby was busy admiring the city's auditory beauty when a siren blasted through the cavern. A 

group of giants ran past Coruby and Captain Owl Head. Coruby peered around the fisher's neck. The 

citizens were running away from a farm of giant mushrooms. All of a sudden, a shark-like creature 

blasted up through the ground. The mushrooms shriveled and died as the behemoth shark tore through 

the farm.

Captain Owl Head backed away from the farm, careful not to let Coruby fall off their shoulder. A 



group of armored knights ran past the fishmonger towards the farm. A trio of soldiers brought out 

shields and locked together to defend the city, but the shark-like creature bowled them all over with one

strike of its mighty tail. A tiny soldier vaulted over the backs of his giant comrades, with a dextrous 

leap. As the knight flew through the air, he drew a whip made of copper strings and swung it towards 

the beast. The crackle of electricity filled the air as the weapon hit its mark. The shark wailed in pain, 

and retreated back into the loamy soil.

“Uh, let's keep walking...” said Captain Owl Head.

“What is that big-toothed thing?!” whisper-shouted Coruby. “Was it just some Lycian who went 

rogue or something? Like, someone who ran afoul of the jaw?”

“No, that creature... isn't a Lycian,” said the giant. “We call it The Reaper. It feeds itself by 

absorbing life from everything it touches. We don't know where it came from, but it's been terrorizing 

our cities for the past three hundred years.”

“Hundreds of years, huh? Yeah, I suppose that would explain why your army has a dedicated team 

of sentries...”

Captain Owl Head sighed as the pair approached the opulent castle. A chorus of wind sang out 

through the stone arches. The fisher spoke to some guards, and they led the way to an inner chamber.

Stone statues circled the room, leading up to a throne towards the back. A behemoth sat upon the 

royal seat. In the dim light, it was difficult for Coruby to ascertain the true form of the being, but they 

seemed to be covered in glittering trinkets. Every time the being moved, the chimes on their body let 

out an array of delightful tones. Captain Owl Head bowed their head, using a hand to keep Coruby 

from falling off their shoulder.

“Their Excellency, The Immortal Mole Regent!” announced one of the guards.

“At ease,” boomed the monarch. “Captain Owl Head of the fishing district. What brings you to my 

court?”

“I have found... a man!” said Captain Owl Head. They gently plucked Coruby off of their shoulder,

and placed him on the stone floor in front of them. “He says he is from a kingdom far away!”



“A man, you say?” said Their Excellency, The Immortal Mole Regent, while leaning forward in 

their throne. “I've never heard of men before. Tell me, small one. What is 'a man'?”

“Well, I'm not a happy little pile of secrets, I can tell you that much,” said Coruby. “But... I 

suppose I should just introduce myself?”

“Yes, please do,” said the monarch.

“Right,” said Coruby, clearing his throat. “Well then, uh... my name is Coruby Zozi! My mother is 

the captain of the Giduli Royal Guard! Your fisher guys kidnapped me from the surface, and I demand 

to be sent home!”

“The surface? That is to say, one of the mountains that reach beyond the great ocean?”

“Uh... yeah, pretty much!”

The monarch squinted at Captain Owl Head. “Are you digging up through the mountains?”

“We did no such thing,” replied the Captain. “He wasn't even captured from one of our fishing 

holes – he fell in through a hole in the warehouse. If a tunnel was dug through the mountains, Coruby 

Zozi must have dug it himself.”

“What?!” shouted Coruby. “That's ridiculous! I don't know about Lycians, but men can't dig 

tunnels ten miles long!”

“Hmm...” said the regent, stroking their chin. “Tell me, Coruby Zozi. In the kingdom of men, are 

there those who use magic?”

“Yes, my mother has a magic ability,” said Coruby. “But I don't.”

“It is possible that you were given the gift of magic without realizing it, and used that power to dig 

the tunnel,” said the monarch. “A power that digs tunnels... yes... I think I know the correct matching 

emotion. Coruby Zozi, before you fell through this tunnel, did you have an extreme sense of longing? A

hunger for something you could not have, perhaps, or a desire to reveal a secret that you've been 

holding inside?”



Coruby stared down at his feet. Now that he thought about it... there WAS something keeping him 

awake before the tunnel appeared. The identity... he wanted to reveal to his friends and family. No, 

NEEDED to reveal. But yet, Coruby was unsure... was it the right thing to say? What would be the 

right way to say it?! To reveal that he was a man...?

The royal chambers began to shake. Cracks formed in the ground around the young man's feet. 

Coruby looked up with a start, realizing that rubble was falling from the ceiling. He clutched his face 

and took some deep breaths.

The giants gasped. Coruby looked over to the monarch. The regent was staring at the statue to their

left. The stone figure was round, had star-shaped facial hair, and had a large crack through the center.

“Oh... oh no!” gasped Coruby. “I'm... I'm so sorry! It's... it's...”

“It's the Prophecy of the Ancient One,” said a voice from the back of the room.

Coruby turned to see the knight with the copper whip in the doorway. Compared to the other 

giants, the knight was positively shrimpy, though he still towered over Coruby. The knight removed his 

helmet, revealing a pudgy face with a long snout and beady eyes.

“According to the Prophecy, whomever breaks the statue of Big Greg Carlson III would be the 

chosen one fated to defeat The Reaper,” said the armored mole giant. “It seems like... we've found our 

hero.”

“Hm... The Prince is right,” said the monarch. “The Reaper has been terrorizing our kingdom for 

over 300 years... and it sounds like Coruby Zozi is the key we've all been waiting for!”

“M-me?!” stuttered Coruby. “But... I don't want to fight some monster or whatever! I just want to 

go home!”

“If you don't mind my saying,” said The Prince, “It doesn't seem like that's an option for you at the 

moment. Your control over your own magic is shaky at best, and we don't have the means to send you 

ten miles upward through a tunnel. Perhaps... we can work out a deal. I will train you to control your 

magic, and in exchange you must use that power to destroy The Reaper.”

Coruby sighed. “I guess... I guess you're right. Ok, I'll train with you.”



The Prince nodded. He coiled up his whip, and stuck it in a holster. “Follow me,” said the mole 

person.

Coruby hurried after The Prince as he turned and exited the throne room.

“So... you're The Prince, right?” panted Coruby. “The heir to the throne and all that?”

The Prince nodded.

“Well... thanks for volunteering to train me yourself, I guess,” said Coruby. “Most princes I know 

wouldn't be willing to put in that amount of work. It's really big of you.”

The giant groaned. “That was barely a joke, dummy.”

“Yeah, I guess I am a bit of a dummy...” said Coruby. “I guess that's why all my jokes are 

crashing.”

“Oh my goodness,” said The Prince, rubbing his temples. “Are all your jokes this terrible?”

“No, I usually write them down on something that can't be torn.”

The Prince let out a long, wheezing laugh. “Ok, ok. That one got me,” sighed The Prince, wiping 

away a tear. “Anyway... we're here.”

Coruby looked around, and realized that he was standing in a large flat arena. The ground had 

thick lines painted on it, with a bio-luminescent glow.

“So, uh... where do we start?” asked Coruby.

“Well, if we want to figure out your magic, we first have to figure out your emotions,” said The 

Prince. “So, what exactly is it that you're longing for? Anything you're trying to get off your chest?”

“Trust me, there's plenty I'd like to get off my chest,” chuckled Coruby. “But, I guess, to put it 

bluntly... I want to be a man.”

“See, I knew I smelled fish!”



“I am NOT a- look, uh, do y'all have genders?”

“Some of us do,” said The Prince. “For instance, I'm a male.”

“Right, ok. Then yeah, I want to be male too.”

The Prince cocked his head. “What do you mean 'want' to be male? You're either male or you 

aren't. Is there some test they make you take before you're allowed be a male man?”

“Well, I suppose you have to be able to read addresses,” said Coruby. “But, I guess it's about the... 

body aspect? Like, relative to most other humans, I don't particularly look or sound like a male.”

The Prince sighed. “Yeah, I feel you there. I've tried to grow bigger so I could be less of a runt, but 

for some reason my genetics are stuck at this size. So, I get what it's like when you're not able to 

manipulate your genes the way you want.”

“Oh, uh, men can't manipulate their own genes at all,” said Coruby. “Unless we're trying to make 

jorts.”

“Well, that's even worse,” said The Prince. “Anyway, I don't think I'll be able to solve your 

problem, but did talking at least take some of the pressure off?”

“Yeah, I think it helped,” said Coruby. “It's... not as much of a weight. Thanks for listening, The 

Prince.”

“I'm just happy to be helpful. Now, I think we can start the actual training,” said The Prince. 

“When you're ready, I'm going to need you to start focusing on your gender again. Force yourself to 

feel the sense of longing you felt earlier. If we're right about the trigger for your ability, a tunnel should 

appear beneath your feet. Then, as soon as the hole reaches above your head, I need you to think about 

me. Think about how much I care about you, and how I'll support you no matter what. Got it?”

Coruby nodded. He took a deep breath, and closed his eyes. He thought about his identity, all that 

he wished he wasn't and all that he wished he was. The ground collapsed beneath him. As Coruby fell, 

he turned his mind to his friends, his family, and The Prince – the people he knew he could rely on. The

falling stopped.



“Well,” said The Prince. “You got pretty close.”

Coruby opened his eyes, and saw The Prince standing in front of him. The arena was destroyed, 

replaced by a pit 100 feet across and just as many feet deep.

“Oh... sorry...” said Coruby.

“You don't need to apologize for your emotions, silly! Now, let's keep practicing!”

Hours passed. The training grounds became littered with holes and rubble. Exhausted, The Prince 

and Coruby sat upon adjacent rocks and sighed.

“You know...” said The Prince, wiping sweat from his brow, “At this point, I don't really care if we 

kill The Reaper or not. I'm just glad I was able to spend time with you, Coruby Zozi.”

“Wow, really?” asked Coruby. “Even after spending the hole day trying to get my magic working, 

you're telling me you still dig me?”

The Prince snorted. “See, this is exactly the kind of thing I'm talking about! It's like... your jokes, 

your personality... you're such a welcome relief compared to all the other people I'm forced to talk to.”

“What sort of people are you forced to talk to?”

“Oh, y'know, suitors representing the various districts,” said The Prince. “I know I'm gonna have to

get married for the politics of it eventually, but I'd at least like it if my future spouse was fun to hang 

out with, you know?”

“Yeah, I get it,” said Coruby. “Royal politics can get kind of stuffy. I can imagine why someone 

would want to spend their time crowning around instead.”

The Prince burst out laughing, falling off of his rock. “That was the worst pun yet, you jerk!”

A siren went off. Coruby and The Prince both jumped to their feet.

“Ready?” said The Prince.

“Let's see if this training reaps any rewards...” replied Coruby with a nod.



The Prince scooped up Coruby in his claws, and ran to the front of the castle. A battalion of 

armored giants was waiting there.

“Ok, warriors! This is our big shot!” commanded The Prince. “All of you, protect the citizens of 

the kingdom and help drive away The Reaper! Once we know where The Reaper is headed, the chosen 

hero and I will chase it down to destroy it once and for all! And remember, our first priority is 

protecting the citizenry – because of The Reaper's life drain, a single touch will kill a Lycian! Now... 

move out!”

“Yes, sir!” shouted the warriors.

Coruby and the giants marched out of the castle, and soon arrived in the city center. The massive 

megalodon was tearing through buildings, ruin in its wake. The populace scurried around in fear – as 

much as giants could scurry, anyway. The knights moved past the population, and formed a barricade 

around the beast. The shark attempted to escape, but every direction was met with spears from the 

armored protectors.

The Prince jumped into the fray, Coruby on his shoulder. The electric whip struck its mark, and the

shark wailed. The beast wiggled around, and began to dig itself back down into the ground.

Coruby jumped off his ride's shoulders, and flopped onto the ground. Just as he was making 

contact, however, the ground collapsed beneath him, forming a tunnel large enough for himself and his 

regal companion.

The pair fell through the ground, chasing the burrowing shark. The beast looked backward, seeing 

the chasing duo. The creature winced, and turned to dig sideways. The pair continued falling, past the 

branching hole that the shark had dug.

“I'm going to head it off!” shouted Coruby. “Keep going down, I'll try and chase it towards you!”

“Be careful!” returned The Prince.

Coruby dove into the wall, creating a tunnel only big enough for him. He dug upwards, towards 

where The Reaper branched off from their fall. A pair of tooth-like claws tore through the walls of 

Coruby's tiny tunnel, pulling away a mass of dirt and stone. The chosen hero was face to face with The 



Reaper. Coruby stopped in his tracks, inches away from a monster that could kill him in a single touch. 

Coruby panted, paralyzed with fear, before realizing that The Reaper wasn't moving either. In fact, the 

beast seemed even more scared than Coruby. The shark winced, and began to turn away.

“Wait!” shouted Coruby. “You're not some mindless monster, are you? You're a Lycian who isn't in

control of your emotions!”

Tears welled up. Shortly after that, the beast was bawling their eyes out. The uncontrollable 

sobbing shook the cavern walls.

“Hey, it's ok...” said Coruby. He nervously reached out a hand. He took a deep breath. He gently 

placed his palm on the surface of The Reaper's skin. Coruby clenched his jaw and waited for his life to 

be absorbed – but the drain never came.

“I... I'm sorry,” wailed The Reaper. “You just... reminded me of them...”

“You've... met another human?”

The Reaper nodded. “They were so beautiful... but I was too scared to approach them...”

“And that fear... gave you this magic.”

“I didn't mean to hurt anyone!” bawled the Reaper. “I was just so afraid... I didn't know who to 

turn to...”

From over the shark's shoulder, Coruby saw The Prince approaching. The heir saw the crying beast

and dropped his weapon. Coruby sighed. The battle was over. The Reaper was no more.

Coruby found himself in front of a crowd of cheering giants.

“And we once again thank the chosen hero, Coruby Zozi, for ending the terror of The Reaper!” 

bellowed Their Excellency, The Immortal Mole Regent. “We owe him an eternal debt of gratitude!”

“If I may say a few words,” said The Reaper. “I just want to apologize to everyone I hurt over the 

past three centuries. I know you probably can't ever forgive me... which is why I'll be leaving the 

kingdom to search for my human love on the surface!”



“Wait...” said Coruby. “How many centuries did you say?”

“Are you worried they won't remember me?”

“Uh, yeah, something like that. Anyway, I should probably be going...”

“Wait!” shouted The Prince. “Before you leave, I have something I wanted to tell you!”

The Prince put an arm to his waist, and took a low bow to Coruby. The crowd gasped.

“Coruby Zozi,” said The Prince. “I apologize for putting you on the spot, but if I don't act now, I 

will never see you again. We have only known each other for a few short hours, but I already feel as 

though we are of the same heart and mind. If you are willing, please accept the gift of my soul.”

“Your soul?”

“Wh-what is the meaning of this?!” said the monarch. “You would propose marriage to a man?!”

“Wait, marriage?!”

“Think about it, parent!” said The Prince. “Coruby Zozi is a dignitary in the kingdom of men! This

marriage would be seen as a symbol of peace between our kingdoms!”

“Hm... I suppose you're right,” said the regent. “But still... this is all very sudden. I'll approve, but 

only if Coruby Zozi is on board. I don't want to pressure an innocent man into a marriage he isn't 

comfortable with.”

Silence fell across the crowd. Coruby stared at the still-bowing mole man in front of him. Coruby 

sighed.

“The Prince, I really like you...” said Coruby. “I wouldn't trade my time with you for the world. 

But... I don't think I'm ready for marriage. Heck, I don't even know if I can eat the food down here. 

So... it's a no for now? But I promise to visit you as often as I can!”

“I understand, Coruby Zozi,” said The Prince, standing back up with a smile. He turned to the 

crowd, and cupped his hands to his mouth. “He said no!!!”



The crowd cheered as Coruby looked on with confusion. The regent wiped a tear away from their 

eye.

“Healthy boundaries are so beautiful...” sniffled the monarch. “Now, Coruby Zozi of men... shall I 

do the honors?”

Their Excellency, The Immortal Mole Regent, held a giant palm to the stage. Coruby climbed in.

“Well, everyone, it was nice to meet all of you!” said Coruby. “This really was a giant adventure!”

The cheering turned to boos as the monarch hurled Coruby towards the ceiling of the cavern. The 

young man broke through the rock, and began to tunnel straight up. After a few minutes of digging, 

Coruby popped up in a patch of grass.

Coruby squinted in the bright sunlight as the fresh air whipped against his face. His vision cleared, 

and he saw Zebugu and Ryno sitting on a bench.

“Uhh... what?” said Ryno.

“Yeah, uh, what are you doing in the ground, M-” started Zebugu, before being interrupted by a 

raised hand.

“Actually, could you...” panted Coruby, “Could you call me Coruby from now on?”

“Oh, uh, sure, Coruby,” said the human prince. “Um, is that why you're half buried?”

“It's related, I guess,” said Coruby. “Though, you'll have to help me up if you really want the hole 

story!”

Ryno and Zebugu stared at Coruby. Suddenly, the three burst out into laughter. The trio of friends 

struggled to breathe as the sounds of joy echoed throughout the halls.


